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Abstract

We have measured the temperature dependence of both the

zero-field resistivity and the transverse magnetoreslstance of

polycrystalllne potassium wires (p(300 K)/b(4.2 K)-*140 to 6000)

In fields H £ 35 kO and at temperatures T£4.2 K. Our principal

findings are: 1) The presence of a large magnetic field ff » 35 kG

does not alter the temperature dependence of (° from that observed

at HsO; below 4.2 K the T-dependent part of the resistivities,

pT(Hs-O) and *>T(H«35 kG), fit well to the function exp f-8*/T)

with the same fi*s23 K. 2) Deviations from Matthlessen's rule

are significantly reduced In a strong field so that the magnitude

of pj(HsO) approaches that of/o-p(H *}5 kG) as sample purity

decreases. 3) The slope of the high-field linear magnetoreslstance

increases slightly (£8g) from 1.5 K to 4.2 K. We attribute the

exponential temperature dependence of p>i>(H) to the freezing out

of electron-phorion umklapp processes as has been shown for the

zero-field resistivity. The reduction in deviations from

Matthiessen's rule at high fields can be understood within semi-

classical theory, but the latter cannot explain the failure of

l̂p(H) to saturate at high fields. A proposal by Young that

electron-phonon umklapp scattering nay contribute a T-dependent

high-field linear magnetoreslstance In potassium Is considered.



I. Introduction

In thle paper we shall be concerned with the effect of a

strong magnetic field on the contribution of electron-phonon

scattering to the electrical resistivity of a free-eleetron-like

metal at low temperatures. The metal which we have chosen for

this study 13 potassium since It la known to have a nearly

spherical Fermi surface.1 We report measurements of the tempera-

ture dependent part of the resistivity of potassium In a trans-

verse field H,

pT(H)ar p(H,T) - f(H,TsO)

as well as the corresponding zero-field resistivity,

pT(H=O}* p(HsO,T) - f»(H=O,T*O),

In samples of a wide range In purity. Our Interest In this

problem has been stimulated by the understanding of the electron-

phonon contribution to the zero-field resistivity which has re-

cently been achieved. Independent measurements of p^(Hs.O) In

potassium2'^ agree well with each other and are also In good

agreement with calculations2»*»5 which Include umklapp scattering

In the electron-phonon Interaction. The Identification of electron-

phonon umklapp processes la simplified In potassium by a nearly

exponential T-depondence of the resistivity" at liquid helium

temperatures. This Is not true of other simple metals such ae

aluminum and Indium where the Fermi sphere contacts the first

Brlllouln zone boundary, allowing umklapp processes to perslnt
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to the lowest temperatures.

Another reason for Investigating electron-phonon scattering

In tho magnetoresistivity of potassium is the presence of a

linear magnetorealstance which has.always been observed at high

fields.' In contrast to the zero-field resistivity, the linear

magnetoreaistance Is generally not reproducible In measurements

of different Investigators and conflicts fundamentally with the

semlclaosical prediction of a saturating magnetoreslstance at

high fleld3. By studying the effect of high fields on a scatter-

ing mechanism which is relatively well understood at zero-field,

one may pain a new perspective on the puzzling magnetoresistance

of potassium.

II. Experimental Technique

Experimentally, the problem with the magnetoresistance of

potassium has been to obtain reproducible results with this soft

and reactive metal. Thus we thought it crucial to measure both

pT(H= 0) and PT(Hs35 kG) of the same sample. Comparison with

previous measurements of pT(Hs.0)
2»5 could then be used as a means

of standardizing our samples as well as check en our measurement

technique. xv

The samples used in this investigation are summarised In

Table I. They are the same ones used in our previous studyf\and

range in purity from a residual resistance ratio RRRe P(300 K ) / N

p(4.2 K) of 135 to 6090. The samples were helically-wound

(pitch £3°) polycrystalline extruded wires with potential contacts

#•80 cm apart located ^ 6 cm from the current contacts. The

wires ranged from 1.5 mm to 2.2 mo diameter in the purer samples*

Besides annealing each sample for at least one week at room
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1
temperature, we also took the precautlctrof alow-cooling the

samplea to 7? K overnight. As can toe seen from Table I, this can

result In a doubling of the RRR In the purest samples as previ-

ously noted by Ekln ond Maxfleid.2

A conventional four-terminal dc technique was used for the

resistivity measurements. We simultaneously measured p(HsO)

and p(H =35 kG) at each temperature (T£4.2 k) by first measuring

the sample voltage In one field polarity, at HsO, and then In

the opposite field polarity. In addition, for each sample,

p(H,T) vs H was measured in both field polarities for at least

two temperatures, 4.2 K and either 2.5 K or 1.5 K. After averaging

out thermal and Hall voltages, we estimate a relative precision

for p of ±0.02<. Absolute resistivity values are computed using

the specimen RRR and the room temperature resistivity p(293 K ) —

7.19 * 10 SLcm reported by Dugdala and Gugan. To compute fT,

the residual resisti/lty p{T»O) was taken to be the resistivity

at Tsl.5 K. This introduces negligible error In fT for T2 2.5 K.

In the purest samples at 4.2 K, the relative precision of p^

is *• "to, 3# with an accuracy of-" t3#.

Ill* Experlraental Results and Comparison with Previous Measurements

Our first observation is that ''-he presence of a large trans-

verse magnetic field does not alter the T-dependence of the resiat-

Jvity of our samples below A.2 K. Pip.1 1B a semi-log plot of

p-(HaO) vs l/T for a high-purlty sample (lower curve) together

with fT(H =35 kG) (uppei' curve). That Is, we have repeated the

same measurement at a field of 35 W* which is well into the range

where the magnetoreslstlvity is linear in H (see Pip. 3)'. Although

there is clearly a raagnetoreBlstance effect, Pj(H**35 kG) > /*T(H=>0),
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the most striking feature la. that both curves are characterized

by the aame exponential T-dependence. The lines drawn correspond

to the function exp(-ft*/T) with 0**23 K. This value of 0* 1B In

pood agreement with previous measurements of Ekln and Maxfleld

and Gugan^ In the sane temperature range. The magnitude of

p T(Ha0): 0.282 nJ&cm at 4.2 X alao agrees, to within our experi-

mental accuracy, with their values for samples of comparable

purity.

The second observation we have made Is that deviations from

Matthlesaen's rule are significantly reduced In a strong field.

That Is, />T(H=35 kO) is lees dependent on sample purity than

P^(HsO). As shown in Table I, at 4.2 K j»,(HsO) Increases about

\2% as sample RRR decreases from 6000 to 1000 while f-,{Hs35 kG)

remains constant to our accuracy of 356. This uniformity in

pT(H:s35 kG) occurs despite an order of magnitude range In the

Kohler slope S of the dominant T-Independent linear magneto-

resistance. We do not observe a change in the T-dependence of

either fT(H =35 kG) or |»T(H = 0) with sample purity so that the

upper curve in Fig. 1 remains fixed as sample purity decreases

while » J H s O ) rises maintaining Its slope. Hence the T-dependent

part of the raagnetoresistance is quenched as sample purity

decreases.

We may regard the addition of impurities to a pure sample as

having the same effect on Pip ae. a large magnetic field: both tend

to Increase ft. without altering its temperature dependence. This

is well illustrated in Fig. 2 where we have plotted PT(H=.O) for

the lowest purity sample, RRRa 135, as measured by Ekln and

Maxfleld2 and fT(H*35 kO) for one of the highest purity samples,

RRR s5380. We see that the two curves very nearly coincide. Th«
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slmilarlty in the T-dependence of fT(H?O) and pT(H »35 kO) found

here conflicts with a previous measurement of Bablakln and

Slebenmann.^ They report a larger value of <J»28 K forf»^(H),

15 kG*H*35 kG, In measurements on encapsulated wire samples.

We Bhall return below to possible reasons for this discrepancy.

We have also investigated the field dependence of ^.(H) in

our samples. In Pig. 3 the magnetoresistivity of the purest

sample, RRRs 6090, is plotted at both TsA.2 K and T*2.5 K. The

high-field llneai* magnetoresistance is evident at both temperatures.

To a pood approximation, the difference between the curves also

plotted in Fig. 3 will be the T-dependent part of the magnetoresia-

tivlty at 4.2 K, J»T(K, 4.2 K)« j» (H, 4.2 K) - p(H, 2.5 K). We

see thatfT(H) rises to a "knee" at HflTlO kG whleh is followed by

a region linear In H. The failure of P^(H) to saturate by 35 kG

implies that the slope of the high-field linear magnetoreslstance

is increasing slightly as the temperature is raised. This T-de-

pendence of the slope was present in all the samples measured, the

largest increase being *»• 8% for KX 26 in Fig. 3. The T-dependent

component of the slope can be. defined by

) i 15 kG £ H £ 35 kO

which has dimensions JXcm/kG and Is denoted by a Greek letter

to distinguish It from the dimensionleas Kohler slope S. Valuers

of 2T(4.2 K) • 2(4.2 K) - £(2.5 K) hnve been listed in Table I.

At both 4.2 K and 2.5 K, p(H,T) was measured at 5 kG intervals In

the range 15 kG to 35 kO, and at each temperature Z w a s obtained

from a least squares fit over the five field points. The

sagmltilde of £? tends to increase in the higher purity samples.
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In the case of 8 ample KX 13 we verified that the T-dopendonce of

the slope pnrolntod to 95 kG,_,aJthouph tho vnluo of 2Tm w.in

aomewhnt smaller than for the other samples.
]Ti Vi" •:•!•• '-•; o n r . t . 1 i » KX 1 'J w o V " p m n r i t > - . t. • . - . . „ • . , . - , -

Tho T-dependent l inear term i s a nmall friction of the hlph-

f le ld linear mnpnetoresistance and was not obsnrv<?d in our pre-

vious study 1*' ln'1,nat work''We estimated S prn^hlcally only to a

relat ive precision of««'£3^ rather than substnct lnr tho correspond-

ing mapnetoreslativitias at each temperature polnt-by-rjolnt a a

dore here. Sablskin and Slebenmam" also did "Tt observe a

T-dependent component of the' linear mapnetoreslstance of cctassium.

They found pT(H) to saturate at H^IO kG for T^,«c2 K. '3 shown

by the dashed l l n e i n Flp. 3 our value of p(H, ^.^ >.; - f»(Ht 2.5 K)

i s -itlll aporoachlnp their vslue from below at Jf k3. Enbiskln

and Slebe^raan*' do not specify the anneallnp time or -jcolinp rate

of tholr samples, but the principal difference 1" ?"nrle preparation

and handllnp appears to be the plastic encaps1-'1 atio- which they

uned. The effect of dllational strain on tho nero-~lelo res i s t iv i ty

of potassium sealed in glass capillary tubes has be«n ob-served

previously by Dugdale and Gupan,^" nid they h::ve cr tio^^d apainst

the use of encapsulated samples In T-depe"de":'« men iure-ents.

I t i s unfortunate that Bablskin and Slebeniann did -ot nlso

measure «T(H=0) to confirm that i t apreed with prnvlous resul ts .

.r . :•-. in,,-, IV. Dlecuasioni

Some'time apo Kohler derived the followlnp equality

between the ideal r e s i s t i v i t i e s in-the hlph-fleld and hlph-

impurlty l imits for a free electron pas:

fi(H- o ) ,
Llriltn for n fre-^ -alectrcn paa:
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Here fei_ph(H**«°) i a t h * saturating tramiverae map«etoreele-

tivlty at hlph fields due to normal eleetron-phonon ocatterlnp

1T> a sample of arbitrary purity and Pe*!^0 (H - °) l B the electron-

phonon contribution to the zero-field resistivity in the impure

limit (^""Pel-ph'* Recently, Wagner*2 haa extended Eq. (1)

to include umklapp scattering using an approach based on the

theory of Lifshltz, Azbel, and Xaganov. '

Qualitatively, Eq, (1) expreesea the fact that a large

magnetic field has the same randomizing effect on the free

electron distribution function as iaotropic impurity scattering.

Wagner's derivation depends on the relation pel__h(H-* <•)«

fly^k«^J l A where *v^t'Ej IS the varlatloinl expression for the

electron-phonon contribution to the zero-field resistivity,

evaluated for the trial function k«E (k being the wave vector

of the electron, E the electric field). This trial function

is exact in the case of a spherical Fermi surface for impurity

scattering descrlbable by a relaxation time, and It appear* to

be a good approximation for electron-phonon scattering In low

purity samples of potassium. . We note that Eq. (1) implies

the validity of Matthlessen's rule at high fields. The residual

and electron-phonon resist ivit ies are additive since ^eT_Dh^'"*"0 )

la the same value Independent of sample purity. In addition.

If Pel_ph(Ha 0) la the zero-field electron-phonon resistivity

of a sample of arbitrary purity, then Eq. (1) can be rewritten as

(2) pel-Ph<HJ*-> - /»el-Ph (H*0)* feJ-pT'"*0* " fel-ph<H' 0)

This states that the enhancement of the electron-phonon reals-

tivlty in the high-field limit is equal to the deviation from
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Mntthleesen'e rule at zero f i e l d .

Thoro are aomo features of our results which can be Inter-

preted consistently within this semiclassleal theory. FlrBt,

the constancy of Aj(H sr35 kG) for aample8 of a l l purit ies Indi-

cated that Matthleasen'a.rule la obeyed at high f le lda. The

equality of f>^{H^.O) of the loweat purity aample, KX 20, and

=35 kG) of KX.27 shown In Fig. 2 also appears to agree with

Eq. (1) . Referring to Eq. (2) , we can aay that the magneto-

realatance of KX 27, j»T
KX 27(H s35 kG) - P KX 27(H = 0) (the

difference between the two curves in Fig. 1 ) , la within experi-

mental error equal to the observed deviation from Matthleasen's

rule at zero f i e l d , pT
K X 2 0 ( H s 0 ) - f T * * 2 7 ( H S 0 ) . Finally, -

our observation that a large magnetic f i e ld does not alter the

T-dependence of fo (see Fig. 1) can be related by Eq. (1) to

pretriou9 observations**^ that the T-dependence of |9 .(Hs0) does

not depend significantly on sample purity.

This ssmlclaasical analysis depends on Identifying the

lowest purity sample with the impure l imit of Eq. (1) and assuming

that the high-field H o l t has been attained by 35 kG. Although

at 4.2 K po/pT!»150 for KX 20, j>T(H = O) could continue to In-

crease in samples of even lower purity. I t would be valuable-

to check experimentally whether pT(Hs0) becomes Independent of

purity in samples of RRR £100. The 1 allure of fT(H) to saturate

by 35 kG raises the question of whether the high-field l imit of

Eq. (1) has been sat i s f i ed . Using the values of 2* in Table I ,

we estimate p T (Hsl00 kG)a0.42 njLcm and 0.37 njXcm for KX 26

and KX 17, respectively. This suggests that at extremely high

f ie lds one would begin to observe deviations from Matthieaaen'a t~~l
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comparablo to those found at zero f i e l d .

I t 18 possible that the eloctron-phonon magnetoresistivity

does saturate by 35 kG. The onset of the hlph-field regime could

be associated with the "knee" In p_(H) {see curve at the bottom

of Fig. 3) which occurs at«>10 kG or t0TJ>10 where X * m/ne2p(Hs O,T)

Is an effective electron relaxation time and *«>c Is the cyclotron

frequency. However, this leaves open the question of the origin

of the high-field l inear term In pT(H). The other poss ibi l i ty

which we have considered Is that the linear tens In fm(H) Is due

to electron-phonon umklapp scattering. The freezing out of

electron-phonon umklapp processes Is generally thought to be

the source of the nearly exponential T-depe^dence of P.(HsO),

Therefore, It seems reasonable to assume that umklapp scattering

1B also dominating ^T(H * 35 kG) which has the Identical T-dependence.

On the basis of a simple model of Localized umklapp scattering on

a spherical Fermi surface, Young has suggested that electron-

phonon umklapp scattering could contribute an observable, T-

dependent linear magnetoresistance In potassium. If so, we would

expect the T-dependent slope of the linear term, fcT, to have the

same exponential T-dependence aafT(Hs0) and j»T(H«35 kG).

As a «est of Young's proposal we have measured 5 of one

' of the purest samples, KX 27, at temperatures below 4.2 K, using

the fitting procedure described earlier. In Fig. A we have

plotted ? T •» J(T) - 2(1.5 K) on a semllog scale vs l/T. The

straight line indicates the functional dependence

with © % 23 K as observed for|»T(Hs0) and ̂ T(Hs35 kO) in the

same sample (Fig. l). In the narrow temperature range near A K

where the error bars are small enough to permit comparison, we
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a«e that the f i t to the l ino la satisfactory. A lop-lop plot

yie lds ii "*T dependence over tho aame temperature range. Thus

we believe Young's propoaal cannot be ruled out nt this time,

Cla»trly, It would be dealrable to have hlpher precision meaaurs-

menta of Zm on pure samples at f lelda above 35 kG.

In auromary, unlike the dominant T-lndependent linear tern,

the T-dependent component of the magnetoreslatance of

potassium 19 sufficiently reproducible to make detailed comparison

with theory worthwhile. Although pT(H) f a l l s to aaturate at

high f ie ld9 , we have found several features of the T-dependent

magnetoresi s t lv l ty to be consistent with a semi classical analysis .

Further theoretical work on a non-aaturatlnp component In the

mapneto real stance of potassium due to electron-phonon umlclapp

scattering would be of particular Interest.
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Figure Captions

f. 1. Semi-lop plot of the T-deper»dent part of the res i s t iv i ty

of hlgh-purlty potassium at Hs=O (lower curve) and Hs»35

kG (upper curve).

Fig. 2. Semi-log plot of the T-dependent part of the res i s t iv i ty

of a high purity potassium wire at Hs35 kG (this work) and a low-

purity wire at HsO aa measured by Ekln and Maxfleld, Ref. 2.

Fig. 3. Field dependence of the transverse magnetoreslatlvlty

of potassium at 4.2 K and 2.5 K. Difference curve (below)
at 4.2 K.

approximates pT(H)jb The dashed l ine Indicates the value

of p(H,4.2 K) - ^(H,2.5 K) measured by Bablskin and

Siebenmann, Ref. 9.

Fig. A. Semi-log plot of the T-dependent part of the slope of

the l inear magnetoreslstance of hlgh-purlty potassium.

The error bars have been estimated assuming a precision

of tO.025? in p(H,T).

Table Caption

Table I . Sample properties at 4.2 K.



Table X. Sample properties at 4.2 K.

Sat

KX

KX

KX

KX

KX

KX

KX

KX

KX

KX

nplp

20

17

7

27

13

25

27

27

26

26

RRR t

1

135

1020

1730

2630c

2960c

3240c

5260

53809

5470c'f

6090

ft»(HsO)

3.64b

3.11

3.08

2.96

2.91

2.90

2.82

2.83

2.79

2.89

fT(H«35 kG)

) (10-]0iicm)

3.55

3.58

3.60

3.61

3.57

3.63

3.73

3.64

3.77

10?Sa

<

0.47

0.64

2.04

0.38

0.42

0.41

P.59

0.20

0.24

3

1

5

8

6

8

T

.2

.0d

.6

.6

.6

.4

*Kohler slops S» f^f/ffcVS (««£>
"As measured by Ekin and Maxfleld, Ref. 2.
"*Samp]e quenched from T00 K to 77 K.
d X determined for 40 kG*H £Q5 kG.
eSecond run after annealing at 77 K for 12 weeks.
rSample not annealed.
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